Introduction
Stained histopathology is currently the gold standard for disease diagnosis but remains a subjective practice on processed tissue taking from hours to days. Accurate diagnoses from histopathology rely on experienced pathologists working for hospitals across the world to assess subtle morphological features of labeled tissue sections at the cellular level. More quantitative and rapid analysis based on optical technology is needed to give pathologists better tools for early disease diagnosis. Near-infrared Raman microspectroscopy is particularly attractive because the intrinsic molecular vibrational contrast offers a noninvasive assay of the tissue, without potential interferences or artifacts from external staining or labeling. Since diseases and pathological changes are often accompanied by, and even preceded by, microscopic chemical alterations, the obtained Raman hyperspectral image and data of the tissue can potentially be 
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Clinical translation of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy is of great interest because of the advantages of noninvasive label-free imaging, high sensitivity, and chemical specificity. For this to happen, we have identified and review the technical barriers that must be overcome. Prior investigations have developed advanced techniques (features), each of which can be used to effectively overcome one particular technical barrier. However, the implementation of one or a small number of these advanced features in previous attempts for clinical translation has often introduced more tradeoffs than benefits. In this review, we outline a strategy that would integrate multiple advanced features to overcome all the technical barriers simultaneously, effectively reduce tradeoffs, and synergistically optimize CARS microscopy for clinical translation. The operation of the envisioned system incorporates coherent Raman micro-spectroscopy for identifying vibrational biomolecular markers of disease and single-frequency (or hyperspectral) Raman imaging of these specific biomarkers for real-time in vivo diagnostics and monitoring.
An optimal scheme of clinical CARS micro-spectroscopy for thin ex vivo tissues.
used as a complementary and quantitative early-stage phenotypic set of markers for tissue pathology. However, the weak Raman scattering of common biomolecules necessitates a long image acquisition time of several hours (typically). Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy, a nonlinear optical variant of Raman microspectroscopy, holds the promise to shorten this time below minutes.
Compared to spontaneous Raman processes [ Figure 1(a) ], CARS is a third-order nonlinear optical process consisting of two stimulated Raman scattering steps [ Figure 1(b) ]. In the first step, a pump photon of frequency w p and a Stokes photon of frequency w s resonantly excite a Raman oscillator of vibrational frequency W (W = w p -w s ). If the pump photon and the Stokes photon are supplied by two separated beams, this step (termed as stimulated Stokes emission) represents the inelastic scattering of the pump photon into the Stokes photon along the direction of the Stokes beam. In the second step, a probe photon of frequency w pr de-excites the Raman oscillator to produce an anti-Stokes photon of frequency w as (w as = w pr + W). If the probe photon is supplied by a third beam, this step (termed as stimulated anti-Stokes emission) reveals the inelastic scattering of the probe photon into the anti-Stokes photon along a direction dictated by a phase-matching condition [ Figure 1(b) ], or equivalently, photon momentum conservation. The net outcome is the annihilation of the pump photon and probe photon accompanied by the generation of the Stokes photon and the anti-Stokes photon, in accordance with photon energy conservation (w p + w pr = w s + w as ) [Figure 1(b) ]. There is no net energy exchange between the incident photons and the Raman oscillator.
Coherent generation of anti-Stokes signals can be efficient only when the frequency difference between the pump and the Stokes photons (w p -w s ) coincides with W. This forms the basis of the intrinsic vibrational contrast (i.e., molecular specificity) of CARS processes. However, a strong, non-resonant, four-wave mixing (FWM) background from the electronic response of molecules [ Figure 1(c) ] often dominates the resonant anti-Stokes signal. Another noticeable limitation is that the nonlinear nature of signal generation requires three angled (non-collinear) laser beams to supply the three incident (pump, Stokes, probe) photons in the form of ultrashort optical pulses. Thus, the corresponding implementation is complicated by the optical alignment involving the spatial and temporal properties of three incident pulses (beams).
In general, the probe photon is selected to have a different frequency from that of the pump photon (w pr 6 ¼ w p ), giving rise to a non-degenerate (3-color) configuration with three incident beams [ Figure 1(b) ]. However, if the same pulse (beam) of a nearly monochromatic wave is used to supply both the pump and probe photons (i.e., w pr = w p ), the optical alignment involves the spatial and temporal properties of only two incident beams. This degenerate (2-color) configuration [ Figure 1(d) ] was employed to build the first CARS microscope in 1982 [1] . It should be noted that 2-color (or 3-color) CARS does not necessary require two (or three) incident beams, because one incident beam may supply a combination of pump, probe, or Figure 1 Comparison of optical processes related to Raman scattering. Thick solid arrows, thin solid arrows, and thin broken arrows represent incident photons, generated photons, and annihilated photons, respectively. Green (or cyan) arrows, red arrows, and blue arrows represent pump/probe (or probe) photons, Stokes photons, and anti-Stokes photons, respectively.
Stokes photons. The two non-collinear loosely focusing incident beams of this CARS microscope were replaced with two collinear tightly focusing incident beams in 1999 [ Figure 1 (e)] [2] . Because the strict phase-matching condition is relaxed under the tight focusing condition, the simpler collinear geometry becomes not only feasible for single-frequency CARS but also beneficial in high spatial-resolution imaging and spectroscopy (i.e., multiplex acquisition) [ Figure 1(e) ]. The connection between CARS microscopy and optical coherence tomography was first made in 2004 [3, 4] , enabling the integration of CARS microscopy with interferometry. These developments helped establish CARS microscopy as a useful imaging technique for biology and biomedicine.
Although CARS microscopy has been extensively reviewed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , there is no systematic classification or comparison of its numerous schemes reported in the literature. Here we compare these schemes from a technical point-of-view, without going through exhaustive theoretical details. We first identify a standard but high-performance scheme of CARS microscopy along with six technical barriers that prevent its widespread clinical application, and six advanced features (including interferometry) that can be independently added into this scheme to overcome these barriers. We then show how a typical scheme of CARS microscopy can be uniquely identified by the presence or absence of these advanced features, and survey representative schemes that have successfully imaged various material and biological samples. Later, we present one specific scheme as an example to integrate multiple advanced features. Finally, we provide our perspective on the clinical translation of CARS microscopy, and our strategy to meet this challenge based on this scheme.
Standard scheme
The standard scheme of CARS microscopy [10, 11] employs a pair of near-infrared solid-state picosecond (1-10 ps) laser oscillators, which produce two synchronized pulse trains for the pump/probe beam and the Stokes beam [ Figure 2 (a)]. The two pulsed beams are overlapped spatially and temporally by aligning them collinearly and adjusting the delay (t) line of one of the two beams. The collinear beams are then sent to a microscope objective. Representative samples have included cells [10] and live mouse skin [11] . For thin samples, such as fixed cells or cells in culture, the forward propagating CARS signal is collected by another objective lens and recorded by a photomultiplier (PMT), while the backward (epi-) propagating CARS signal is collected by the focusing microscope objective and recorded by a second PMT. When imaging thick tissues, such as live mouse skin, only the backward signal can be recorded. Galvanometric mirrors are employed to raster scan the beams in the focal (x -y) plane of the microscope objective, so that a CARS image can be generated. Stage movement of the sample (or the microscope objective) along the z direction allows for depth-resolved three-dimensional imaging. The wavelength difference between the two beams is tunable, and can be used to stimulate, most typically, lipids ($2900 cm -1 ) due to their strong signal, but also chromosomes (1090 cm -1 ). Video-rate imaging of lipids is possible [11] .
This scheme demonstrates several distinguishable advantages of CARS microscopy over other optical imaging techniques: (a) fast in vivo molecular imaging on unstained (label-free) samples enabled by coherent amplification of typically weak spontaneous Raman signal; (b) intrinsic three-dimensional sectioning (high spatial resolution imaging) as a result of the multiphoton nature of light-matter interaction; (c) deep tissue excitation (imaging) afforded by near-infrared optical sources with no net energy deposition (i.e., minimum sample photo-damage); and (d) a blue-shifted signal easily separable from the excitation, fluorescence, and spontaneous Raman background. The speed advantage of CARS microscopy over spontaneous Raman imaging is well documented, although the nonlinear dependence of (a) (b) Figure 2 Standard schemes of CARS (a) Microscopy and its SRS (b) counterpart. Alignment-sensitive free-space optics between source lasers and the microscopes have limited most studies with these systems to optical benches. ) ps excitation, which is incompatible with broader bandwidth femtosecond (fs) excitation widely used in multi-photon imaging, i.e., multimodal multi-photon imaging is difficult; (4) the complexity and cost of the two synchronized free-space ultrafast lasers; (5) temporally overlapped resonant signal with the non-resonant background is difficult to be separate by time-resolved methods, so additional mean must be developed to discriminate the signal against the background; and (6) only the amplitude of the CARS field is measured with no information on its phase, so that the CARS signal as a function of Raman oscillator concentration is nonlinear, i.e., quantitative molecular imaging is inaccurate. These barriers can be respectively overcome by introducing the well-known advanced features of multiplex acquisition, single-beam excitation, spectral focusing, nonlinear fiber wavelength conversion, delayed probing, and interferometry (Table 1) . However, none of these upgrades to the standard scheme has been done without a significant tradeoff (Table 1) . In other words, the standard scheme of CARS microscopy is a simple, elegant, and rather optimized system, but with inherent limitations.
Advanced features
To overcome the first limitation (insufficient molecular specificity), multiplex acquisition of Raman frequencies was integrated with the standard scheme by replacing the narrowband ps Stokes beam with a broadband fs Stokes beam [ Figure 1 (e)], and by replacing the single photomultiplier detector with an array detector and a spectrometer [12, 13] . Rather than collect an image for one isolated Raman frequency, as would be done by the standard scheme, this scheme collects a Raman spectrum (multiple Raman frequencies) at each point in the image (spectral tomogram, or hyperspectral image), just like confocal spontaneous Raman micro-spectroscopy. Inevitably, the spectral information useful for quantitative molecular differentiation is gained at the cost of slower imaging speed [8, 9] , and to a lesser degree, more complicated instrumentation. Moreover, the unbalanced temporal overlapping of long (ps) pump and short (fs) Stokes pulses results in inefficient usage of the pump for signal generation. This imaging vs. spectroscopy tradeoff is intrinsic to all schemes of CARS microscopy, which can be broadly classified into single-frequency CARS and multiplex CARS. Systematic comparison of spontaneous Raman micro-spectroscopy and regular multiplex CARS was conducted [14] , suggesting that the latter has no significant sensitivity (speed) advantage under conditions appropriate for biological imaging [15] . To improve the sensitivity, attractive schemes of multiplex CARS can be implemented to include the advanced feature of interferometry (see below).
The second limitation (alignment drift of two incident beams) was prevented by the use of a dualwavelength narrowband ps optical parametric oscil- lator, or more attractively, by a dual-wavelength narrowband ps nonlinear fiber source ( [16] , see below) that intrinsically combines the two incident beams. Another elegant solution was to supply the pump, probe, and Stokes photons with a single broadband incident beam (pulse) [17] . A broadband (<20 fs) laser oscillator was employed to stimulate a broad continuous range of Raman frequencies. The broadband pulse was coherently controlled by a spatial light modulator-based 4f pixelated pulse shaper to perform either single frequency CARS [17] or multiplex CARS [18] . In contrast to the conventional wisdom that a broadband pulse would lead to poor spectral resolution, good Raman spectral resolution much narrower than the incident bandwidth ($20 cm , dictated by the spectral resolution of the pulse shaper) can be attained using temporally split excitation [17] or phase contrast narrowband probing [18] . Due to the drift-free alignment, the singlebeam excitation can be considered as an advanced feature for CARS microscopy. However, this advantage is gained at the cost of the intrinsic tradeoff between Raman spectral resolution and spectral range, which is due to the limited spectral resolution of the pixelated pulse shaper. The advanced single-beam scheme integrated the feature of interferometry, and employed the temporally split excitation for singlefrequency CARS [19] , or phase contrast narrowband probing for multiplex CARS [20] .
The third limitation (incompatibility with other multi-photon imaging modalities) is typically avoided by the use of regular fs laser oscillators. However, these lasers have a bandwidth of $100 cm -1 or larger at the near-infrared region of 700-1200 nm. This is much broader than the typical width of Raman spectral features ($15 cm -1 ), so that poor spectral resolution is expected. Fortunately, the spectral resolution of single-beam CARS with broadband fs excitation was improved to $20 cm -1 by the coherent control (pulse shaping) of the excitation beam [17] . The corresponding single-frequency CARS [19] integrated the advanced feature of interferometry for high-performance imaging. Similar pulse-shaping-enabled improvement was achieved in a standard two-beam scheme by doubly chirping the fs pump and Stokes pulses [21] or singly chirping the pump/probe pulse [22] with simple dispersive elements (rather than the pixelated pulse shaper). A related single-frequency CARS microscopy was realized by the use of a nonlinear fiber source to attain the comparable performance of the standard scheme, while multiplex acquisition by the use of a single detector (rather than the array detector of a spectrometer) was achieved by simply scanning the time delay between pump and Stokes pulses [23] . These pulse-shaping-enabled improvements of spectral resolution can be generally termed as "spectral focusing" [21, 24] , which enhances the sensitivity of broadband excitation with low spectral power density to detect a narrow Raman band. The spectral focusing is treated as an advanced feature because it allows for sensitive and high spectral-resolution single-frequency or multiplex CARS microscopy as well as other multi-photon imaging modalities by the use of versatile fs lasers [23] . On the other hand, this advantage is gained at the cost of more complicated optics related to pulse shaping.
The fourth limitation (cost/complexity of optical source) necessities the use of nonlinear fiber wavelength conversion. This technique employs a dispersion-engineered nonlinear fiber (e.g., photonic crystal fiber, or tapered fiber) for narrowband wavelength conversion or broadband continuum conversion of the master (pump) laser, so that only one laser oscillator is needed. Because of the cost effectiveness and the natural compatibility with alignment-free fiber components, the nonlinear fiber wavelength conversion is treated as an advanced feature for CARS microscopy. The tradeoffs include decreased wavelength tunability, demanding dispersion management, limited availability of nonlinear fibers, and possible optical noise associated with nonlinear fiber processes. One dual-wavelength $100 ps nonlinear fiber source based on unseeded fiber fourwave mixing was developed for single-beam singlefrequency CARS [16] , which could be promising for clinical translation. However, most nonlinear fiber sources are developed in the context of fiber continuum generation for broadband excitation [25] . Typical fiber continuum has insufficient coherence, and is therefore not amenable to coherent control. Interestingly, incoherent continuum was used to conduct dual-beam multiplex CARS, in which the spectrally narrowed (filtered) master laser served as the pump and probe to define the spectral resolution [26] . Another important application of nonlinear fiber continuum is in probe-delayed multiplex CARS (see below).
The fifth limitation (presence of non-resonant background) is related to the timescales of the resonant signal and the non-resonant background. The timescale of the former is equivalent to the dephasing time intrinsic to molecular vibrations, which is on the order of a few ps. The timescale of the later is dictated by the duration of the excitation pulse(s) owing to the instantaneous nature of the non-resonant process, and can be rather short (<1 ps) under fs excitation. In the standard scheme employing ps excitation, the two have comparable timescales of a few ps, and are difficult to resolve in time. This limitation was overcome by using fs excitation and delayed probing in a three-beam scheme of time-resolved 3-color CARS [27, 28] . In contrast to the standard scheme in which Raman excitation and probing occur simultaneously, the delayed probing after impulsive (fs) Raman excitation ensures the complete decay of the J. Biophotonics (2013) 5 non-resonant background, and therefore the generation of background-free signal. The incident pump and Stokes beams of this scheme were combined by the use of one incoherent fiber continuum beam while the corresponding fs master laser was spectrally filtered to produce a ps probe [29] , leading to a simplified two-beam scheme of high spectral-resolution background-free multiplex CARS [30] . Further source engineering, particularly the generation of compressible coherent fiber continuum, enabled ultrafast (<12 fs) impulsive excitation and improved Raman spectrum acquisition [31] . Also, a single-beam scheme of delayed-probing CARS was developed by the pulse shaping of a coherently controllable fiber continuum [32] . In this scheme, the delayed probing is not achieved by an optical delay stage, but by a pixelated 4f pulse shaper. The delayed probing is an advance feature of CARS microscopy because it offers a conceptually clear way to effectively discriminate the resonant signal against the non-resonant background, consistent with the general two-step (i.e., 3-color time-resolved) interpretation of the CARS process (see Section 1). On the other hand, this feature is obtained at the cost of smaller signal and more complicated optical sources. The sixth limitation (lack of available phase information because of amplitude-only detection of the CARS signal) has commonly been addressed using interferometry, which is accepted as an advanced feature of CARS microscopy because of the combined benefits of CARS field reconstruction, resonant signal isolation, heterodyne signal amplification, and quantitative molecular imaging. Interferometric CARS interferes the raw CARS signal from the sample with a well-characterized and preferably stronger reference beam, termed as the local oscillator. The electromagnetic field (amplitude and phase) of the raw signal is then interferometrically retrieved, and finally used to derive the Raman spectrum and the local concentration of the Raman oscillators. The interferometry can be either "passive" if the local oscillator is from the sample itself (i.e., the non-resonant background) [18] , or "active" if the local oscillator is from an external coherent source [3] . Although passive interferometry has led to a useful scheme of single-beam multiplex CARS microscopy [20] , the local oscillator (i.e., heterodyne amplification) is limited by sample photo-damage. Thus, active interferometry is preferred. From the viewpoint of signal detection in optical coherence tomography, dual-beam multiplex CARS integrated with active interferometry was developed in time-domain [3] and spectral-domain [4] systems. The spectral-domain approach was later integrated with spectral focusing and delayed-probing [22] . In parallel, (active) interferometric single-frequency CARS was developed by the use of ps excitation [33, 34] . For both multiplex CARS and single-frequency CARS, the advantages of active interferometry are accompanied by the disadvantages of more complicated optics (interferometer) and the dual-beam excitation scheme. Single-beam (active) interferometric single-frequency CARS with no interferometer is possible [19, 35] . However, the sensitivity attained appears to be lower than that of the modulated ps excitation [33, 34] .
There are other non-standard and "potentially advanced" features of CARS microscopy, such as polarization-based excitation/detection [36] , widefield imaging [37] , and beam spatial shaping [38, 39] . Further studies are needed to demonstrate that these features can introduce more benefits than tradeoffs. The uniqueness of the six advanced features mentioned above is that they address the six limitations of the standard scheme relatively independent of each other. In other words, the presence of a subset of these features will not exclude the inclusion of the other features. Thus, there are in this view a total of 64 different schemes of CARS microscopy, each of which can be identified by the presence (or absence) of individual features ( Table 2 ). The presence of a large number of schemes may have contributed to the large amount of scientific literature on this topic. Biological or heterogeneous material samples have provided challenging tests for demonstrating different schemes, and have been used to assess their applicability (Table 2) .
There are other techniques that simultaneously address multiple limitations of the standard scheme, but are not considered as "advanced features" because they place a critical constraint on (i.e., either require or reject) the inclusion of the six advanced features. For example, the phase-retrieval tools based on the maximum entropy method [40] or the Kramers-Kronig transform method [41] can simultaneously overcome the fifth and sixth limitations, but requires multiplex acquisition. Another prominent example is the high-frequency modulation transfer of stimulated Raman scattering microscopy (SRS) developed independently by three research groups [42] [43] [44] which overcomes the fifth and sixth limitations but rejects single-beam excitation (see below).
Representative schemes
Because of its conceptual simplicity, the standard scheme [10, 11] has been widely used in biological studies, particularly for imaging the spatial distribution of lipids. Recently, SRS microscopy, utilizing only the first step of the CARS process (i.e., stimulated Stokes emission [ Figure 1 (f)]) to retrieve Raman information, has shown potential to supersede the standard scheme. For a detailed introduction of SRS microscopy, we refer to Ref. [9] and the refer- REVIEW REVIEW ARTICLE ARTICLE microscopy simultaneously overcomes the fifth and sixth limitations of standard CARS microscopy. However, these two benefits are obtained with two significant tradeoffs that could limit its clinical translation. First, the high-frequency modulation transfer of SRS is incompatible with single-beam excitation so that the second limitation of the standard scheme is always retained. Second, the high-frequency modulation transfer of SRS requires a low-noise optical source that could forbid nonlinear fiber wavelength conversion, i.e., the fourth limitation of the standard scheme is difficult to overcome. Thus, it is challenging to realize SRS microscopy in an all-fiber cost-effective format. Moreover, the vibrational signal of SRS microscopy may be complicated by the backgrounds of electronic origin (two-photon absorption, excited-state absorption, nonlinear stimulated emission, etc.). Vibrational molecular interferometry [45] , a closely related technique that inherits the benefits and tradeoffs of SRS microscopy, has the potential to provide more insights (e.g., vibrational phase) and distinguish between the electronic and vibrational contributions to the total signal, but at the cost of increased technical complexity. An alternative and complementary improvement of the standard scheme integrates the advanced features of single-beam excitation and nonlinear fiber wavelength conversion (Scheme A, Table 2 ), so that an all-fiber laser source suitable for clinical translation has been developed. The low repetition rate ps pulses from this source have peak intensity comparable to those of the fs lasers used in multi-photon microscopy, so that the third limitation of the standard scheme can also be circumvented. Thus, this scheme simultaneously overcomes the second, third, and fourth limitations of the standard scheme. However, this scheme retains the fifth and sixth limitations of the standard scheme, i.e., strong nonresonant background and inaccurate quantitative imaging, due to the nonlinear relation between the raw signal and Raman oscillators.
Through spectral focusing, two schemes have conducted high spectral resolution CARS with the use of one fs laser. One scheme that integrates nonlinear fiber wavelength conversion has demonstrated user-variable spectral resolution to optimally excite Raman bands of different widths (Scheme B, Table 2). Another scheme has integrated single-beam excitation and interferometry to excite an electrically tunable Raman band (frequency) (Scheme C, Table 2). Improved performance can be attained by using a broader bandwidth fs ($20 fs) laser and modulating the reference field [35] . One advantage of these two schemes is the capability of multimodal multi-photon imaging. Enabled by the same laser source that performs CARS microscopy, the multimodal multi-photon imaging can reveal different contrast corresponding to different biomolecules [ Figure 3(a) ]. Another prominent advantage is the low cost (because only one laser oscillator is used), Figure 3 (a) Multimodal microscopy of a 50 mm thick section of unstained rabbit aorta reveals endogenous lipids (CARS -red), collagen (second harmonic generation microscopy -blue), and smooth muscle elastin (two-photon fluorescence microscopy -green). The scale bar is 50 mm. Adapted from [23] , with permission; (b) CARS hyperspectral images (500 Â 500 mm leading to the commercialization of Scheme B (Olympus Corporation). Currently, the sensitivity demonstrated in these two schemes has not been able to compete with SRS microscopy.
Other schemes have attempted to improve the standard scheme in terms of multiplex acquisition. Although a Raman spectrum can be retrieved by multiplexing single-frequency CARS (Scheme B, Scheme C [46] ) or SRS [47] wherein a single detector is used, a slow electronic procedure in the spatial light modular is required for continuous phase cycling (Scheme C), or a specific device is required for continuous wavelength scanning (Scheme B, [46] , [47] ). In this sense, this strategy of multiplexing is not as simple as conventional multiplex CARS in which the CARS spectrum is acquired simultaneously from the array detector of a spectrometer [12, 13] . The original scheme of multiplex CARS employed a synchronized pair of ps-fs solid-state lasers [12, 13] . To lower the cost and broaden the spectral coverage, one appealing scheme employs a filtered spectral component of an fs laser as the pump/probe beam to define the CARS spectral resolution, and uses the fiber continuum generated from the same fs laser as the Stokes beam (Scheme D, Table 2). The non-resonant background can be removed by post-processing tools such as the Kramers-Kronig transform method and the maximum entropy method, producing passive interferometryenhanced signal from cells [48] and tissues [49] . Alternatively, raw signal free of the non-resonant background can be obtained by delayed probing, provided that the fiber continuum is coherent and compressible (Scheme E, Table 2 ). Currently, these two schemes are limited by relatively low sensitivity (slow imaging speed) [15] . Improved sensitivity can be attained by increasing the excitation peak intensity (incident pulse energy) [50] . However, sample photo-damage and unwanted nonlinear effects may occur at high peak intensity excitation and should be carefully examined.
Scheme F (Table 2) has integrated the advanced features of single-beam excitation, delayed probing, and passive interferometry. An acquisition rate of Raman spectrum over 3000 Hz has been achieved by the use of a cavity-dumped (2 MHz) fs laser [51] . However, the Raman spectrum reconstruction relies on the assumption of a constant non-resonant background, which is questionable for biological samples. Also, a fundamental tradeoff exists between interferometric signal intensity and Raman spectral resolution.
Scheme G (Table 2 ) has integrated the advanced features of active interferometry, delayed probing, and spectral focusing. The reconstructed CARS spectra of biomolecules are equivalent to the corresponding Raman spectra, but can be acquired at least 1000 times faster than Raman micro-spectroscopy for a comparable signal-to-noise ratio [52] . In a study using a preclinical breast cancer rat tumor model [53] , this scheme was used to differentiate mammary tumors from normal mammary tissue with a >99% confidence interval, and resolve the "molecular" tumor margin within 100 mm [ Figure 3(b) ]. Unfortunately, the expensive instrumentation and possible sample photo-damage under high peak intensity excitation may limit the widespread application of this scheme. Using Scheme G as an example, we show how the advanced features are integrated. Conventional multiplex CARS utilizes a narrowband ps pump/ probe pulse and a transform-limited broadband Stokes pulse that is coincident with the leading edge of the pump pulse [ Figure 4(a), left] . If only one vibrational resonance is excited, the anti-Stokes signal resembles a decaying sinusoidal oscillation, in which the resonant (CARS) signal desirably dominates the non-resonant (FWM) background as a result of delayed probing [ Figure 4(a), left] . Scheme G inherits this delayed probing by using a positively chirped broadband pump/probe pulse dispersed long in time, with its frequency increasing with time [ Figure 4(a) , right]. The anti-Stokes signal still resembles a decaying sinusoid, but is now chirped identically to the pump/probe pulse, i.e., the power spectrum of the signal is spectrally broadened from the Lorentzian line shape [ Figure 4 (a)]. Instead of measuring just the power spectrum of the anti-Stokes signal in typical multiplex CARS, Scheme G measures the cross-correlation of the anti-Stokes signal with a known reference signal, using active spectral interferometry [ Figure 4(b) ]. Thus, the anti-Stokes signal field can be time resolved, and the corresponding chirp can be computationally removed by introducing the opposite chirp in the time domain. In other words, the correspondence between vibrational and anti-Stokes frequencies is restored by spectral focusing, and a high spectral-resolution Raman spectrum can be reconstructed [ Figure 4 (c)] even though a broadband probe is used [ Figure 4(a) ]. In addition to the timeresolved field reconstruction that linearizes the relation between the signal and the Raman oscillator concentration (useful for quantitative imaging), the active interferometry amplifies the signal detection and further rejects the non-resonant background.
Clinical spectroscopy and imaging
Since the invention of collinear-type CARS microscopy in 1999 [2] , numerous studies have attempted to bring this technology out of the optics laboratory and into the clinic. However, the optimal scheme for clinical translation remains an open question because it is unclear which combination of the six advanced features should be included without significant complexities ( Table 2) . Because of the fundamental tradeoff between spectroscopy vs. imaging, it is difficult (if not impossible) to develop one single optimal scheme for all clinical applications. Thus, a hybrid microscope was introduced by coupling coherent Raman imaging with spontaneous Raman spectroscopy [54] . Although the clinical implementation of a hybrid CARS spectroscopy/imaging scheme is feasible, it is easier to develop a dedicated clinical spectroscopy scheme for multiplex CARS and a dedicated clinical imaging scheme based on singlefrequency CARS or SRS (Table 3 ). The former would include most of the six advanced features for maximally enhanced performance, and serve as a comprehensive research tool in a clinical laboratory, or more specifically, a high-speed version of Raman micro-spectroscopy for molecular histopathology. In contrast, the latter would sacrifice some of the advanced features in order to build a compact fiberbased setup with no complicated pulse dispersion management, and perform label-free molecularly sensitive imaging in patients in a point-of-care set- ting, such as in surgery, during biopsy procedures, or even in an outpatient clinic.
The evolution of CARS microscopy toward CARS spectroscopy and imaging represents their complementary nature in clinical applications. On one hand, clinical spectroscopy allows identification of various diseases using Raman biomarkers (specific Raman frequencies), which most likely reside in the fingerprint region (500-1800 cm -1 ). Because thin ex vivo samples are studied, it is not necessary to build compact optical fiber-based portable devices (endoscopes, catheters, or handheld microscopes) to efficiently collect epi-CARS signals, which is technically challenging under multiplex acquisition (Table 3). Also, thin samples or tissue sections minimize the influence of sample variation on possible phasesensitive signal detection in interferometry. On the other hand, the identified biomarker frequencies from CARS spectroscopy can be used to guide the construction of clinical point-of-care imaging systems for disease diagnosis and monitoring in patients. Because this CARS imaging approach focuses on only one (or a few) discrete Raman frequency (frequencies), it is more straightforward and practical to build the corresponding endoscope, catheter, or handheld microscope to examine thick in vivo tissues (Table 3). We believe that this complementary approach of CARS spectroscopy and CARS imaging reflects the clearest path to effectively translate CARS microscopy into clinical applications.
Clinical spectroscopy scheme with full integration
The representative schemes of multiplex CARS have integrated different combinations of the advanced features, and therefore possess complementary strengths and weaknesses (Schemes D-G, Table 2 ). More advanced features under an increasing level of integration is beneficial because of their synergistic advantage, i.e., the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. The ideal scheme would integrate all six advanced features in a clinical spectroscopy scheme. This can be built upon Scheme G that has already integrated four advanced features, including the desirable feature of active interferometry (Table 2) . One missing feature, however, is single-beam excitation, the characteristic feature of Scheme F, which overcomes the limitations of alignment drift and narrow Raman spectrum in Scheme G. Thus, the broadband continuum-like fs laser and the pixelated 4f pulse shaper of Scheme F are advantageous to be used as the optical source to replace the amplified laser chain of Scheme G ( Table 2 ). With proper temporal pulse shaping [31] and spectral partitioning, the resulting single-beam scheme could be considered as if the two spectral gaps between the Stokes beam, pump/probe beam, and reference beam would almost disappear, so that the Stokes, pump, probe, and reference photons could be supplied by the broadband laser [ Figure 5 (a)]. Two spectral components are blocked to exclude the contamination of the 3-color CARS signal with the unwanted 2-color CARS signal from the pump/Stokes pulse and the probe pulse [ Figure 5(a) ].
The last missing advanced feature is nonlinear fiber wavelength conversion, the characteristic feature of Scheme D (or E) ( Table 2 ). This can be integrated by replacing the broadband fs laser with a coherent fiber continuum source based on a high repetition rate ($80 MHz) oscillator [ Figure 5(a) ]. In contrast to the Scheme D (or E) where the fiber continuum serves as the Stokes (or pump/Stokes) beam, the clinical spectroscopy scheme uses the fiber continuum to provide all excitation (Stokes, pump, probe) beams as well as the reference beam [ Figure 5(a) ]. Few fiber continuum sources have sufficient coherence, bandwidth, or spectral power density for pulse shaping and coherent control [55] . Recently, an 80 MHz Yb laser-pumped fiber continuum has been (a) (b) Figure 5 Spectro-temporal property of the excitation pulse (a) in the envisioned clinical spectroscopy scheme with full integration (b). The 4f pulse shaper is a compact commercially available device with computer control (image from BioPhotonics Solutions, Inc.).
J. Biophotonics (2013) 11 developed with broad bandwidth (780-1260 nm), short transform-limited pulse duration (6.4 fs), low transmission loss by pulse shaping (<50%), and high average power (100 mW) [56] . These properties represent a significant improvement over existing coherent fiber continuum sources. The coherent fiber continuum is preferred in the clinical spectroscopy scheme over a commercial broadband ($10 fs) solidstate laser oscillator due to several advantages: (1) environmental stability of passive extracavity spectral broadening compared to active intracavity broadband mode-locking; (2) absence of a tradeoff between broad bandwidth and stable operation; and (3) compatibility with a potential alignment-free allfiber setup [ Figure 5 (b)] [57] . The synergistic advantage of the two additional integrations is reflected by the versatile roles of the computer-controlled pixelated 4f pulse shaper [Figure 5(b) ] that coherently controls the fiber continuum pulse. The pulse shaper simultaneously behaves as a spectrometer for multiplex acquisition [18, 20] , a beam splitter/combiner for single-beam excitation [17] , a dispersive optical element for spectral focusing [58] , an optical delay line for delayed probing [32] , an interferometer for active interferometry [19] , and a flexible spectral filter (blocker) for the rejection of unwanted 2-color CARS signal [ Figure 5(a) ]. Thus, the tradeoffs associated with these advanced features do not add up, as opposed to the corresponding benefits (Table 1 ). This full integration allows the clinical spectroscopy scheme to closely resemble Raman micro-spectroscopy, if the coherently controlled continuum source of the former assumes the role of the continuous-wave laser of the latter. As a result, the operation of the former is expected to be as user-friendly as the latter, but with much higher speed (sensitivity) to acquire a Raman spectrum due to the combined effects of coherent stimulation, spectral focusing, and active interferometry. The spectral resolution of the pulse shaper (not the detection spectrometer) dictates the spectral resolution of the acquired Raman spectrum, and can be improved by adding more pixels to the spatial light modulator (SLM) inside the pulse shaper [ Figure 5(b) ]. The broad fiber continuum permits the acquisition of Raman spectra throughout the fingerprint region (500-1800 cm -1 ). Broader coherent fiber continuum sources may be developed to obtain Raman spectra in C-H stretch region ($2900 cm -1 ). It should be noted that the envisioned clinical spectroscopy scheme with full integration [Figure 5(b) ] may not be more sensitive than other spectroscopic schemes, particularly those employ high peak intensity excitation (Schemes F [50] , etc.). Also, in contrast to multiplexed SRS, interferometric detection may not be applicable to multiply scattered signal photons, and may therefore hinder the application of this scheme to in vivo thick tissues or highly scattering tissue samples that require epi-imaging. Nevertheless, the fully integrated scheme [ Figure 4(b) ] possesses overall high performance, including good sensitivity, low cost/maintenance, friendly computer-controlled operation, and simple adaption to multimodal multi-photon imaging [ Figure 3(a) ].
Clinical imaging schemes: a perspective
While a high-performance clinical spectroscopy scheme serves to conduct basic clinical research, the corresponding clinical imaging scheme should be optimized for a specific application of in vivo point-ofcare diagnosis (Table 3 ). The development of the latter has been limited by a fundamental tradeoff between fiber-based implementation and excitation controllability (wavelength tunability, pulse dispersion and delay management, intensity modulation, etc.). On one hand, clinical imaging is expected to be performed by regular clinical staff with no extensive laser training ( Table 3 ), so that the clinical imaging scheme should be built upon optical fibers and fiber-based components that eliminate daily optical alignment. On the other hand, the variation of the Raman frequency of interest requires tuning the wavelength(s) of incident pulses and managing their dispersion and/or delay, which are often challenging with fiber-based components. Because of this tradeoff, there is no optimal clinical imaging scheme universally applicable to different applications. To maximize the excitation controllability, one clinical imaging system selected all-free-space optical components, including a free-space arm for beam delivery [59] . At the opposite end of the spectrum, fiber optic components were predominantly used to avoid frequent optical alignment without compromising the wavelength tunability [46, 60] . Between these two extremes, several approaches adopted a hybrid format of free-space and fiber components to implement optical coherence tomography-like CARS microscopy [61] , CARS endoscopy [62] , and handheld CARS microscopy [63] .
The specific clinical application dictates the level of fiber-based implementation, which in turn dictates the optimal scheme of clinical imaging. For the imaging of skin or intraoperative assessment of superficial tissues exposed during surgery, an articulated arm-based free-space beam delivery is preferred over a fiber-based beam delivery and/or signal collection for better excitation controllability and possible inclusion of other multi-photon imaging modalities. Scheme C (Table 2) , if further integrated with a fiber continuum source and an articulated arm-connected miniature microscope [64] , could be highly attractive in these applications. However, if internal organs inaccessible by free-space optics are of interest, fiber-based beam delivery and signal collection must be adopted. In this case, the optimal scheme of clinical imaging depends on the specific Raman biomarkers that are best discovered by a clinical spectroscopy scheme. If the targeted Raman active molecules are lipids that produce intrinsically strong resonant signal (weak non-resonant background), Scheme A could be advantageous due to its great potential in all-fiber CARS endoscopy. If the Raman frequency of interest lies in the fingerprint region where the resonant signal is typically weak, Scheme B or its SRS variant [65] with an increasing level of fiber-based implementation could become the most useful scheme. Some applications may target two (or more) Raman frequencies, and therefore demand more complicated schemes of clinical imaging. For example, if a particular cancer can be detected from the differential CARS signal of two specific Raman frequencies, an adaptive clinical imaging scheme must be developed to simultaneously acquire the CARS signals at these two frequencies. The optimal schemes in different applications would sacrifice some advanced features to accommodate a certain level of fiber-based implementation (e.g., Schemes A-C, Table 2 ).
Conclusions
In this review, we have identified six technical barriers that have largely limited the clinical translation of CARS microscopy. Although each barrier can be overcome by upgrading the standard CARS microscopy with a well-known advanced feature, none can be integrated without significant technical tradeoff(s). Thus, the integration of different combinations of these features in various schemes of CARS microscopy has produced complementary strengths and weaknesses, and the optimal scheme for clinical translation remains unclear. By recognizing CARS spectroscopy vs. CARS imaging as the most fundamental tradeoff, we suggest that clinical CARS microscopy should be optimized to perform either Raman spectroscopy with a broad spectral coverage, or Raman imaging at one or a few discrete Raman frequencies, but not both. The former could be realized by integrating all of the six advanced features, resulting in a highly sensitive version of spontaneous Raman microscopy that could rapidly identify new Raman biomarkers of medical significance from thin ex vivo tissue sections. The latter would adaptively integrate some of the advanced features, depending on the identified Raman biomarkers and the technical issue of fiber-based miniaturization, to perform in vivo molecular imaging in patients.
